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ABSTRACT

This study investigates the perceptual consequences of nonnative versus native hesitation sounds in evaluating male speech. When the phonetic quality of a hesitation sound is consistent with native speaker hesitation sounds, the hesitation sound is “native.” A hesitation sound with phonetic quality inconsistent with native speaker hesitation sounds is “nonnative.” In Experiments 1A and 1B, participants rated sentences for fluency and accentedness on a Likert scale. In Experiments 2A and 2B, listeners performed a forced choice task to evaluate speech for accentedness and fluency. In Experiments 1A and 1B, hesitation sound phonetic quality did not impact listeners ratings. However, in Experiments 2A and 2B, participants deemed sentences with nonnative hesitation sounds less fluent and more accented compared to those with native hesitation sounds. Results show that the hesitation sound phonetic quality can have perceptual consequences and that the type of task listeners performed to evaluate speech affected accentedness and fluency judgments. This study has important implications for how learners treat pausing when practicing their second language.

1. INTRODUCTION

Despite popular culture narratives that pausing while speaking should be avoided (see e.g., Cohen, 2012; Riegel, 2018), research shows that pausing is an important part of linguistic communication. Broadly, there are two types of pauses: filled pauses, which are when a speaker makes a sound while pausing, and unfilled pauses, which are silent.

While definitions of native and nonnative speakers vary widely (see e.g., Davies, 2003; Davies & Elder, 2008), native speakers of a specific language are generally considered to be people who learned the language during childhood, and nonnative speakers are people who learned the language after childhood. Both native and nonnative speech contain pauses (Erbaugh, 1987; Goldman-Eisler, 1968). However, nonnative speech has different pausing patterns compared to native speech. Nonnative speech contains more frequent and longer pauses than native speech (Pickering, 1999; Riazantseva, 2001). Nonnative speakers produce more within clause pauses than native speakers (Riazantseva, 2001). Additionally, Erbaugh (1987) found that nonnative speakers display more individual variation in pausing patterns than native speakers. Variable proficiency may influence nonnative pausing patterns; less proficient speakers have longer and
more frequent pauses than higher proficiency speakers (Anderson-Hsieh & Venkatagiri, 1994; Iwashita et al., 2008; Kormos & Dénes, 2004; Riazantseva, 2001; Towell et al., 1996; Trofimovich & Baker, 2006).

Filled pauses, which are the focus of this paper, accomplish crucial linguistic work such as facilitating conversational turn-taking (Clark & Fox Tree, 2002; Maclay & Osgood, 1959), signaling to listeners what a speaker might say next (Brennan & Williams, 1995; Fox Tree, 2001; Watanabe et al., 2008), and giving speakers time to plan utterances (Clark & Fox Tree, 2002; Maclay & Osgood, 1959). Different languages use different sounds for filled pauses; this is described as phonetic quality. English speakers primarily use “uh,” the central vowel [ə] to hesitate (Maclay & Osgood, 1959), with brackets denoting the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA)'s standardized system used by linguists to identify sounds. In contrast, Spanish speakers primarily use “eh” or [e] to hesitate (Campillos-Llanos & Plá, 2009; Cenoz, 1998; Erker & Bruso, 2017; Roggia, 2012). When the phonetic quality of a hesitation sound is consistent with a hesitation sound used by native speakers, the hesitation sound is “native.” A hesitation sound with phonetic quality inconsistent with a native speaker hesitation sound is “nonnative.”

Pauses also have important perceptual consequences. The perceptual consequences of pause length, frequency, and location in nonnative speech have been well investigated. Longer pauses, more frequent pauses, and unfavorable pause placement (such as within a clause) increase accentedness ratings and decrease fluency ratings of nonnative speech (Bosker et al., 2013; Cucchiarini et al., 2002; Derwing et al., 2004; Kahng, 2018; Kang, 2010; Trofimovich & Baker, 2006; Wennerstrom, 2000).

However, research regarding the phonetic quality of second language hesitation sounds is limited. Studies suggest that second language speakers generally do not produce hesitation sounds with the same phonetic quality as native speakers, although proficiency and speech community are influential factors (Erker & Bruso, 2017; Hlavac, 2011; Rose, 2017). Rose (2017) found that native Japanese speakers learning English did not accurately produce the native English hesitation sound [ə]. However, higher-proficiency learners' hesitation sounds more closely resembled the acoustic properties of native English hesitation sounds, indicating that mastery of the second language sound system may be important for producing native hesitation sounds. In a study of native Spanish speakers living in the US and learning English, Erker & Bruso (2017) found that native Spanish speakers were more likely to use English hesitation sounds instead of Spanish hesitation sounds when they: (1) frequently interacted with native English speakers, (2) had lived in the US for a longer period of time, (3) and spoke English often.

This paper asks whether the native or nonnative phonetic quality of a hesitation sound impacts listener judgments about fluency and accentedness. This study uses distinct experimental designs to investigate the perceptual consequences of Spanish versus English hesitation sounds in nonnative English speech produced by male speakers.

2. OVERALL METHODS

Four speech perception experiments were conducted to investigate how the phonetic realization of a hesitation sound (whether the nonnative speaker uses a native or nonnative
hesitation sound to pause) affects listener judgments about accentedness and fluency. While the term “fluency” has been defined in various ways (e.g. Bosker et al., 2013; Chambers, 1997; Lennon, 1990), in this study, fluency is used as a proxy for language proficiency. As described below, fluency was defined to participants as “how well someone speaks a language.” Two of the four experiments in this study, Experiments 1A and 1B, utilized a Likert scale rating task where participants listened to sentences and rated how accented or fluent the sentences sounded on a scale of 1 to 9. The other two experiments, Experiments 2A and 2B, utilized a forced choice task, presenting participants with pairs of sentences that were identical except that they contained different types of pauses. Participants heard three sentence pairs that had a native and a nonnative hesitation sound, a nonnative hesitation sound and a silent pause, and a native hesitation sound and a silent pause. Participants then chose which sentence of each pair sounded more fluent or more accented. All experiments are described in detail below.

3. STIMULI

Because this research was conducted during the COVID-19 pandemic, stimuli were drawn from the Archive of L1 and L2 Scripted and Spontaneous Transcripts and Recordings (ALLSTAR; Bradlow, n.d.). L1 designates a first or native language; L2 designates a second or nonnative language. ALLSSTAR is a corpus of L1 and L2 speech that contains over 120 talkers in over 20 languages. Spontaneous speech in the ALLSSTAR corpus was elicited via open ended prompts about the talker’s life and personal experiences as well as by asking participants to describe what happened in a series of cartoon pictures. The male voices utilized in the study had spontaneously produced native and nonnative hesitation sounds in the ALLSSTAR corpus.

In this study, participants listened to spontaneous speech in English from eight male speakers who spoke Spanish natively and English as a second language. Male speakers and not female speakers were chosen for several reasons. First, studies show that male and female voices can be perceived differently (Boyle, 2015; Klofstad et al., 2012). To avoid factors that could confound the results of this study, and because there was more data in the ALLSSTAR corpus available from L1 Spanish and L2 English male speakers than female speakers, only male voices were used to create stimuli. To conceal the research question, stimuli sentences contained both filled and unfilled pauses, and 12 filler sentences were created by identifying relatively short English sentences without pauses. Filler sentences were used only in the Experiments 1A and 1B due to their differing experimental designs compared to Experiments 2A and 2B. The possible effects of using filler sentences in Experiments 1A and 1B and not using filler sentences in Experiments 2A and 2B are addressed in the discussion section of this paper.

Stimuli sentences were created by identifying sentences in spontaneous English speech that contained one filled pause. Forty such sentences were identified. Then, prototypical English and Spanish hesitation sounds for each speaker were identified in English and Spanish spontaneous speech. Using Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2020), a software program for analyzing and editing speech, either a Spanish hesitation sound, English hesitation sound, or a silent pause were edited into each of the 40 English utterances in the place of the naturally occurring hesitation sound. Thus, each sentence with a naturally occurring hesitation sound yielded three edited stimuli sentences: one with a native English hesitation sound (uh), one with a Spanish hesitation sound (eh) that is nonnative to English, and one with a silent pause. Speaker voices were never mixed;
that is, the hesitation sounds edited into the stimuli sentences always came from the same speaker who produced the sentence. Pause location was never altered from the original pause location produced in spontaneous speech.

All Spanish and English hesitation sounds used in this study had acoustic properties, specifically, F1 and F2 values, consistent with the prototypical English and Spanish vowels used to hesitate. The average F1 and F2 of Spanish hesitation sounds in stimuli were 474.7 Hz (SD = 58.7 Hz) and 1979.9 Hz (SD = 161.7 Hz), respectively, which are similar to those reported for the Spanish hesitation sounds’ vowel [e] in Bradlow (1995). The average F1 and F2 of English hesitation sounds in stimuli were 631.5 Hz (SD = 93.9 Hz) and 1343.7 Hz (SD = 129.4 Hz), respectively, which are similar to those reported in Bradlow (1995) for the English [ʌ], a vowel that is perceptually similar to the vowel [ə] used to hesitate in English. Using Praat, stimuli and filler sentences were leveled for intensity (loudness) at 60 dB SPL.

4. OVERVIEW OF PARTICIPANTS

For all experiments in this study, no participant reported any speech or hearing impairments. Participants were required to use headphones to listen to speech and complete the experiment in a quiet environment. Participants were either MTurk workers, who were paid up to $4.10 for their participation, or University of Oregon students from the Psychology and Linguistics Human Subjects Pool, who received credit to satisfy course requirements in return for their participation. Mturk participants were paid using funds provided by the Acoustical Society of America via the Robert W. Young Award for Undergraduate Student Research in Acoustics. Mturk participants and participants from the Psychology and Linguistics Human Subjects Pool were compensated regardless of the content of their responses. Although participant knowledge of linguistics and pausing may have varied, participants were instructed to make judgments based on perception and not based on knowledge. Each study participant only participated in one experiment.

After completing the experiment, participants completed a language background survey that asked about their native language and experience with other languages and nonnative accents. Data gathered in this survey was only used to ensure that participants were native speakers of English.

5. EXPERIMENT 1A

5.1. EXPERIMENT 1A: PROCEDURE

This experiment was administered online using Qualtrics (Qualtrics, Provo, UT). Over the course of approximately 30 minutes, participants listened to 40 stimuli sentences and 12 filler sentences for a total of 52 sentences in a randomized order and rated each one for fluency on a Likert scale of 1 to 9. Participants were given the following instructions regarding how to rate sentences for fluency:

In this experiment, you will listen to speech and make judgments about how fluent the speaker sounds in English in each sentence. You will rate English fluency on a scale of 1-9. Fluency means how well someone speaks a language.
It is important that you rate each sentence individually even if you think that you've heard the speaker's voice in a previous sentence.

1 = speaker does not at all sound fluent in English in this sentence (beginner in English)
9 = speaker sounds very fluent in English in this sentence (speaks English very well)

To ensure that a participant never heard the same utterance more than once, participants were randomly assigned to one of three conditions. In each condition, a participant heard only one of the three versions of the sentences that contained pauses and 12 filler sentences without pauses. Each condition contained an equal proportion of sentences with English filled pauses, Spanish filled pauses, and silent pauses.

5.2. EXPERIMENT 1A: PARTICIPANTS

Fifty native English listeners participated in this experiment. Twenty-nine participants were female, 20 were male, and one participant chose not to disclose their gender. Participants had a mean age of 29.3 years and the age range for participants was 18 to 67 years. Twenty-one participants were Amazon Mechanical Turk (Mturk) workers, and all other participants were University of Oregon students from the Psychology and Linguistics Human Subjects Pool.

5.3. EXPERIMENT 1A: RESULTS

Data was analyzed in R (R Core Team, 2020) using linear mixed models analysis. The phonetic realization of the hesitation sound (whether the speaker used the nonnative Spanish “eh” or the native English “uh” to hesitate) did not impact listener judgments about fluency and was not a significant predictor of model fit ($\chi^2 = 0.0815, p = 0.7753$). Data analysis also shows that whether the pause listeners heard was filled or unfilled did not influence judgments about fluency ($\chi^2 = 0.102, p = 0.7495$). In addition, whether the sentence that listeners heard contained a pause was not a significant predictor of fluency ratings ($\chi^2 = 1.6311, p = 0.2015$).

In other words, Experiment 1A results reveal that whether the hesitation sound listeners heard in sentences was native or nonnative did not affect fluency ratings. Additionally, whether the pause listeners heard was filled or silent did not affect fluency judgments, and whether a sentence contained a pause or not did not impact listener ratings. Figure 1 below shows the average fluency ratings for sentences with each pause type. For Figure 1 and all other figures in this paper, HS stands for hesitation sound.
6. EXPERIMENT 1B

Research shows that nonnative speakers are more likely to produce longer pauses, pause more frequently, and pause within a clause compared to native speakers (Anderson-Hsieh & Venkatagiri, 1994; Iwashita et al., 2008; Kormos & Dénes, 2004; Pickering, 1999; Riazantseva, 2001; Towell et al., 1996; Trofimovich & Baker, 2006). These nonnative pausing patterns correlate with lower fluency ratings and higher accentedness ratings (Bosker et al., 2013; Cucchiarini et al., 2002; Derwing et al., 2004; Kahng, 2018; Kang, 2010; Trofimovich & Baker, 2006; Wennerstrom, 2000). Because using nonnative hesitation sounds is also a pausing pattern found in nonnative speech, and because the phonetic realization of the hesitation sound did not affect listener fluency judgments in Experiment 1A, it could be predicted that the phonetic realization of a hesitation sound would not affect accentedness ratings. However, it is also possible that compared to fluency judgments, accentedness judgments would be more influenced by the acoustic differences between native and nonnative hesitation sounds. In order to investigate whether the phonetic realization of a hesitation sound affects accentedness judgments, a second Likert scale rating experiment, Experiment 1B, was conducted.

6.1. EXPERIMENT 1B: PROCEDURE

The procedures for Experiment 1A and Experiment 1B are identical except for the directions that participants were given to rate sentences. In Experiment 1B, participants were given the following instructions about how to rate sentences for accentedness:

In this experiment, you will listen to English sentences and make judgments about how accented each sentence sounds. You will rate accentedness on a scale of 1-9.

It is important that you rate each sentence individually even if you think that you’ve heard the speaker’s voice in a previous sentence.

1 = speaker does not at all have a nonnative accent in this sentence
9 = speaker has a very strong nonnative accent in this sentence
6.2. EXPERIMENT 1B: PARTICIPANTS

Fifty native English listeners participated in this experiment. When asked to self-report gender, 29 participants identified as female, 20 identified as male, and one participant identified as a transgender man. Participants had a mean age of 30.7 years, and the age range for participants was 18 to 65 years. Twenty-four participants were MTurk workers, and all other participants were University of Oregon students from the Psychology and Linguistics Human Subjects Pool.

6.3. EXPERIMENT 1B: RESULTS

As in Experiment 1A, data was analyzed in R (R Core Team, 2020) using a linear mixed models analysis. The phonetic realization of the hesitation sound (whether the hesitation sound was native or nonnative) did not impact listener judgments about accent and was not a significant predictor of model fit ($\chi^2 = 0.0815, p = 0.7753$). Additionally, whether the pause in the sentence was filled or unfilled did not impact listeners’ accentedness ratings ($\chi^2 = 1.0158, p = 0.3135$). However, listeners judged stimuli sentences that contained a pause as more accented than filler sentences that did not ($\chi^2 = 5.6127, p = 0.01783$).

In summary, when participants listened to sentences and rated them for accentedness, neither the phonetic realization of the hesitation sound nor whether a pause was filled or unfilled impacted either fluency or accentedness ratings. However, whether a sentence contained a pause did impact listener ratings; sentences containing a pause of any kind were deemed more accented than sentences without pauses. Figure 2 shows the average accentedness ratings for sentences with each sentence type.
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**Figure 2:** Mean accentedness ratings for Experiment 1B
7. EXPERIMENT 2A

The results of experiments 1A and 1B show that neither the phonetic realization of a hesitation sound nor whether a pause was filled or unfilled impacted listener judgments about accentedness or fluency. In order to investigate whether listener judgments would change if participants completed a different task to evaluate sentences for accentedness and fluency, two experiments with a forced choice task were designed and conducted after analyzing the results of Experiments 1A and 1B. In Experiments 2A and 2B, participants listened to two versions of the same sentence with different types of pauses and chose which sentence sounded more fluent or more accented.

7.1. EXPERIMENT 2A: PROCEDURE

As described above, the process for creating stimuli yielded three variations of the same sentence: one with an native (English) hesitation sound, one with a nonnative (Spanish) hesitation sound, and one with a silent pause. In Experiment 2A, participants listened to two variations of the same sentence (each sentence contained a different pause type) and chose which sentence made the speaker sound more fluent. Participants were given the following instructions:

In this experiment, you will listen to speech and make judgments about how fluent the speaker sounds in English in each sentence. Fluency means how well someone speaks a language. You will listen to two versions of a sentence and decide which version makes the speaker sound more fluent in English.

During each trial, the participants were asked, “Does the speaker sound more fluent in English in sentence 1 or sentence 2?”

In total, participants heard 20 pairs of sentences that contained an English and a Spanish pause, 10 pairs of sentences that contained a silent and an English pause, and 10 pairs of sentences that contained a silent and a Spanish pause. No filler sentences were used in Experiments 2A or 2B.

7.2. EXPERIMENT 2A: PARTICIPANTS

Forty-seven native English listeners participated in Experiment 2A. Thirty-seven participants were female, nine were male, and one participant identified as non-binary. Participants had a mean range of 23.3 years and the age range for participants was 18 to 67 years. Eleven participants were MTurk workers, and all other participants were University of Oregon students from the Psychology and Linguistics Human Subjects Pool.

7.3. EXPERIMENT 2A: RESULTS

Data were analyzed using chi-squared tests in R (R Core Team, 2020). Listeners judged sentences with native (English) hesitation sounds as more fluent than sentences with nonnative (Spanish) hesitation sounds ($\chi^2 = 95.745, p < 0.001$). Participants also judged sentences with silent pauses as more fluent compared to sentences with Spanish hesitation sounds ($\chi^2 = 124.6, p < 0.001$). In addition, sentences with silent pauses were judged as more fluent than sentences with English hesitation sounds ($\chi^2 = 17.234, p < 0.001$).
In other words, the results of Experiment 2A show that in a forced choice task where listeners were asked to evaluate sentences for fluency, the phonetic realization of hesitation sounds did influence listener judgments. Sentences with native (English) pauses were considered more fluent than sentences containing nonnative (Spanish) pauses. Additionally, sentences with silent pauses were judged as more fluent compared to sentences with nonnative hesitation sounds. Also, compared to sentences that contained native filled pauses, sentences with silent pauses were deemed more fluent. Figures 3 through 5 show the number of sentences with silent pauses, nonnative hesitation sounds, and native hesitation sounds that were chosen as more fluent in each pair type.

**Figure 3:** Number of sentences (tokens) selected as more fluent in native/nonnative hesitation sound pairs in Experiment 2A
8. EXPERIMENT 2B

Experiment 2A shows that nonnative hesitation sounds decreased fluency ratings. To investigate whether the phonetic realization of a hesitation sound also affected perceptions about accentedness, a second forced choice task experiment, Experiment 2B, was also conducted.

8.1. EXPERIMENT 2B: PROCEDURE

The procedure for Experiment 2B was identical to Experiment 2A’s procedure except that participants were instructed to choose which sentence sounded more accented. Participants received the following instructions:

In this experiment, you will listen to speech and make judgments about how accented each sentence sounds. You will listen to two versions of a sentence and decide which version makes the speaker sound like they have a stronger nonnative accent.

During each trial, participants were asked, “Does it sound like the speaker has a stronger nonnative accent in sentence 1 or sentence 2?”

8.2. EXPERIMENT 2B: PARTICIPANTS

Forty-nine native English listeners participated in this experiment. Forty participants were female, eight were male, and one participant identified as non-binary. Participants had a mean age of 25.3 years and the age range for participants was 18 to 54 years. Sixteen participants were
MTurk workers, and all other participants were University of Oregon students from the Psychology and Linguistics Human Subjects Pool.

8.3. EXPERIMENT 2B: RESULTS

As in Experiment 2A, data was analyzed using chi-squared tests in R (R Core Team, 2020). Listeners judged sentences with nonnative (Spanish) hesitation sounds as more accented than sentences with native (English) hesitation sounds ($\chi^2 = 53.045, p < 0.001$). Listeners also deemed sentences with a nonnative (Spanish) hesitation sound to be more accented than sentences with a silent pause ($\chi^2 = 61.788, p < 0.001$). There was not a significant difference in accentedness judgments for sentences that contained an English hesitation sound versus a silent pause ($\chi^2 = 2.3592, p = 0.1245$).

Data analysis reveals that when participants were asked to choose which sentence sounded more accented in a forced choice task, listeners judged sentences with nonnative (Spanish) hesitation sounds to be more accented compared to sentences with native (English) hesitation sounds. Listeners also judged sentences with nonnative (Spanish) filled pauses as more accented compared to sentences with silent pauses. However, listeners judged sentences with native hesitation sounds and silent pauses similarly. Figures 6 through 8 show the number of sentences with silent pauses, nonnative hesitation sounds, and native hesitation sounds chosen as more accented in each pair type.

![Figure 6: Number of sentences (tokens) selected as more accented in native/nonnative hesitation sound pairs in Experiment 2B](image)

Figure 6: Number of sentences (tokens) selected as more accented in native/nonnative hesitation sound pairs in Experiment 2B.
9. DISCUSSION

This study asks: Does the phonetic realization of the hesitation sound influence listener judgments about accentedness and fluency? In other words, how does using native versus nonnative hesitation sounds impact listener accentedness and fluency judgments? To answer these questions, four speech perception experiments were conducted. Two of the four
experiments, Experiments 1A and 1B, utilized a Likert scale rating task where listeners heard sentences with native (English), nonnative (Spanish), and silent pauses in addition to filler sentences that did not contain pauses. Listeners rated sentences for fluency and accentedness in Experiments 1A and 1B, respectively. The results of Experiments 1A and 1B reveal that the phonetic realization of the hesitation sound did not impact accentedness or fluency ratings.

However, in Experiments 2A and 2B, the phonetic realization of the hesitation sound did impact listener judgments about accentedness and fluency. In Experiments 2A and 2B, which utilized a forced choice task, participants heard two sentences that were identical except that they contained different types of pauses. Participants heard sentence pairs with a native and a nonnative hesitation sound, a native hesitation sound and a silent pause, and a nonnative hesitation sound and a silent pause, respectively. Listeners chose which sentence from each pair sounded more fluent in Experiment 2A and which sounded more accented in Experiment 2B. The results of Experiments 2A and 2B reveal that listeners judged sentences with nonnative hesitation sounds as less fluent and more accented than sentences with native hesitation sounds. The difference in results between Experiments 1A and 1B and Experiments 2A and 2B indicates that the different tasks used in these experiments affected how listeners made fluency and accent judgments.

One explanation for the difference in results between these experiments is that pauses were more salient to listeners in the forced choice task than they were in the Likert scale rating task. In each trial of the forced choice experiments, participants heard two sentences that were identical except that each sentence contained a different type of pause. That the two sentences heard in sequence only differed in the type of pause they contained perhaps made the pauses more prominent to listeners. Also, structural aspects of the Likert scale rating task in Experiments 1A and 1B could have decreased the relative salience of pauses and lessened the influence of pauses on listeners’ ratings. During the Likert scale rating task, participants heard distinct sentences in a randomized order. Unlike Experiment 2A and 2B participants, Experiment 1A and 1B participants never heard the same sentence more than once, let alone the same sentence consecutively with a different pause. Also, listeners who completed the Likert scale rating task heard filler sentences that did not contain pauses in addition to those that did contain pauses. In contrast, forced choice task participants only heard sentences with pauses. Increased pause salience in the forced choice experiments could have made the type of pause more influential in listener judgments; decreased pause salience in the Likert scale rating task could have made the pause less influential.

Another explanation for the contrasting results in Experiments 1A and 1B and Experiments 2A and 2B is that listeners made more holistic judgments in the Likert scale rating task and more fine-grained judgments in the forced choice task. That is, listeners in the Likert scale rating task may have used top-down cues that caused pauses to have less influence on their judgments. In contrast, forced choice listeners may have made more bottom-up judgments that caused pauses to have more influence. In other words, in the Likert scale rating task, participants perhaps made holistic decisions about fluency and accentedness based on their general impression of the sentence. Conversely, forced choice participants may have examined individual parts of each speech signal, identified what differentiated them, and based their judgment on the differentiating feature.
The results of this study suggest that when listeners make holistic judgments about nonnative speech — or in situations where nonnative speech is not scrutinized — using nonnative hesitation sounds is unlikely to negatively impact listener opinions about a nonnative speaker’s accent or how well they speak a language. This finding has important implications for how learners treat pausing when practicing their second language and for how nonnative speech is perceived in real-world situations. Research shows that practicing speaking a second language is one of the best ways to increase proficiency (Izumi et al., 1999; Toth, 2006; Valezy & Spada, 2006). Yet research also shows that speakers are more likely to pause when speaking their second language (Pickering, 1999; Riazantseva, 2001). As learners’ proficiency improves, it is likely that their pausing patterns will come to resemble those of native speakers (Erker & Bruso, 2017). This study suggests that learners should pause however it feels natural to them, especially in everyday situations where speech is unlikely to be closely examined. However, this study also suggests that in situations where listeners judge nonnative speech in a fine-grained way, using nonnative hesitation sounds may lead to negative perceptions about a speaker’s accent and fluency. Therefore, education about the phonetic quality of hesitation sounds may be a useful addition to language teaching curriculum.

This study demonstrates the need to reduce stigma around pauses, especially regarding nonnative speech. This study also has important implications for future work investigating perception of nonnative speech. Results show that both the context in which listeners hear nonnative speech and the task that listeners perform to evaluate speech affect listener judgments. The effect of task on the perceptual consequences of filled and unfilled pauses should be further investigated. Additionally, the results of this study add complexity to speech perception literature suggesting that filled and unfilled (silent) pauses have different perceptual consequences. For example, it has been found that unfilled pauses negatively affect listener perceptions about accentedness and comprehensibility (Kang, 2010). However, the results of Experiments 1A and 1B showed that whether a pause is filled or unfilled did not affect listener judgments about accent or fluency. Yet, Experiment 2A and 2B results showed that sentences with native (English) filled pauses were judged as less fluent and more accented than silent pauses. More research is needed to fully understand the perceptual effects of filled versus unfilled pauses in all speech. Additionally, because this project was limited to the perception of male speech, future studies should investigate the effect of hesitation sound phonetic quality on the perception of non-male speech.

10. CONCLUSION

This study examined the effect of hesitation sound phonetic quality on perception of language fluency and accent. In two of the four experiments conducted (Experiments 1A and 1B), the phonetic realization of hesitation sounds did not impact listener judgments about accent or fluency. However, in the other two experiments conducted (Experiments 2A and 2B), which utilized a different experimental design, sentences with nonnative hesitation sounds were judged as less fluent and more accented than sentences with native hesitation sounds. Two explanations are offered for the differing results between experiments. It is possible that pauses were perceived as more salient in Experiments 2A and 2B than they were in Experiments 1A and 1B and the salience of pauses affected listener judgments. It is also possible that listeners made fine-grained
or holistic judgments depending on the task they performed to evaluate speech. The results of this study suggest that the type of task that listeners perform to evaluate speech affects listener judgments about fluency and accentedness. With some tasks, nonnative hesitation sounds can cause speech to be perceived as less fluent and more accented. The results of this study also show that the phonetic realization of a hesitation sound can have significant perceptual consequences.
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